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Identifying Different Forms of Abuse
1. Alex and Taylor have been in a committed relationship for about 6 months. When they began       
    dating, Alex would question Taylor about any new friends she had on Facebook, pictures she       
    liked on Instagram, and people she texted. Recently, Alex demanded that Taylor give him her  
    login information for Facebook and Instagram because he would like to know who she is 
    speaking to on these platforms. What type of abuse is most prevalent in this scenario?
 A. Verbal Abuse  C. Digital Abuse 
 B. Sexual Abuse  D. Mental Abuse   
 
2. Cameron and Dave are married. Both Cameron and Dave work. Cameron’s job requires that  
   he attend a variety of work social events. Dave does not like this. He suggests that Cameron  
   quits his job and stays at home. Dave promises to give Cameron a weekly allowance. Cameron  
   decides to quit his job to make Dave happy. After a few weeks, Dave decides to take Camer 
   on’s allowance away because he feels uncomfortable with him going out with friends without  
   him. What type of abuse is most prevalent in this scenario?
 A. Financial Abuse  C. Verbal Abuse 
 B. Physical Abuse   D. Sexual Abuse
 
3. Stacy and John are at dinner with two of their very close friends. Stacy and Amber begin 
    reminiscing about all the fun they had in high school. Amber mentions a memory that involves  
    Stacy’s ex-boyfriend. John becomes upset and kicks Stacy under the dinner table. Stacy 
    immediately changes the topic and pretends like nothing happened. What type of abuse is  
    most prevalent in this scenario?
 A. Mental Abuse   C. Emotional Abuse
 B. Sexual Abuse   D. Physical Abuse 
 
4. Anna and Brenda recently got married. Anna has a twelve year old daughter, Lucy, from a  
    previous relationship. After a few months of living with Anna and Lucy, Brenda begins to neglect  
    Lucy. Brenda justifies her maltreatment of Lucy by stating that Lucy is not her daughter. What  
    type of abuse is most prevalent in this scenario?
 A. Mental Abuse   C. Verbal Abuse 
 B. Child Abuse   D. Financial Abuse
 
5. Emily and Daniel are in a committed relationship and live together. One day, Daniel comes 
home and tells Emily he lost his job. Emily begins yelling, cursing, and telling Daniel he’s worthless. 
What type of abuse is most prevalent in this scenario?
 A. Emotional Abuse C. Mental Abuse 
 B. Financial Abuse  D.Verbal Abuse   

Answers: 1 - C; 2 - A; 3 - D; 4 - B; 5 - D


